
From: Stephanie Dohner, Former Chair AEU Membership Committee
Here is the narrative for the small Society before they got their present
Leader. 10/22/95

Searching

It's your week to be greeter at your family society, a task that every active member
takes in turn. You have been a member for over a year now, and are in charge of
refreshments, ajob often passed on to new members who have been integrated into
the society and have not initiated service on their own. You like calling people to
make sure the cookies and coffee are available. It's an easy job and you are getting
to know the active members really well. You're not so sure about talking to new
people, but the past president, who has been a member for thirty years, assures
you that you'll do no permanent damage. Now that he is out of office, he will have
more time to help people with some of the diplomatic problems involved with their
society responsibilities. "Just think of the interests of the people you know and how
they match up with visitors", he says. "If you can't think of a match, introduce them
to me, and I'll see what I can do." He adds, "I know you're really interested in other
people, and that's a quality not everyone is born with. You'll be fine."

Your society has 75 members, about 40 of whom attend platform regularly.
Platform attendance averages 45. The society has shared quarters with the local
historical society for many years, and the relationship is comfortable. There are
rarely scheduling conflicts, and the meeting hall can seat 100 easily. The historical
society's museum is at another location, so most of the building is at your disposal.

There has been no leader for five years, since the death of the former leader. This
kind and gentle man, who served part-time for 3 7 years, was excellent at keeping
the family group together, and at building a sense of community that would be
passed on to new members. He expected that the membership would never rise
above 100, but he carefully and slowly encouraged the matriarchs and patriarchs to
institute community outreach as a major responsibility for the society. The society
does not initiate programs on its own, but has affiliated with those of other
religious, civic and other non-profit groups over the years, so that many of its
members now serve on their boards and the society is known as a source of
dependable and experienced volunteers. The former leader also encouraged support
for a Sunday School as a society responsibility, not a parental responsibility. The
Sunday School is small, but well-funded. It has a salaried, part-time director, who
also produces the newsletter, which includes her weekly column on Ethical
Education. The Sunday School averages 10 students peryear.

The former leader was a professional social worker as well as a certified Ethical
leader. His specialty was community organization, but he was never interested in
the financial aspects of community. Fortunately, he was very astute at finding
members who were skilled at budgeting, investments and running pledge campaigns.
No one in the present lay leadership is capable of such recruitment, and finance
committee members last recruited by the former leader are getting tired. The
leader was an excellent, if laid-back, speaker.
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Your first visitors approach, and you welcome them to platform. They are two
elderly ladies who live in the neighborhood. You suspect they cannot often afford
coffee and cookies and you encourage them to help themselves.

Your next visitors are a couple who are active in one of the civic organizations with
which the society is affiliated. They know nothing about Ethical Culture and are
"curious about what goes on here". You explain that the society serves as a church
or synagogue for those who wish a humanistic religion focused upon ethical living,
and as a community dedicated to life-long ethical education and practice for all
members. You sense that these people believe they are entering the world of the
exotic, and quickly get the attention of the past president, who is used to dealing
with such visitors.

Your third visitor is a man who has heard you are "a bunch of free thinkers" and
wants to know what the society is doing to combat fundamentalism. You introduce
him to a member who has made successful contacts with the leadership of the more
conservative mainstream churches in town (in this case, Lutheran and Mennonite)
while giving them professional assistance with forming a food pantry. (He is a
nutritionist.) He has also assured them the society supports legislation that will
protect their religious freedom, thus developing common interests and a hedge
against religious groups that will not work with the mainstream churches or
synagogues, let atone your society. You are not sure that his approach will impress
the newcomer, but it is the approach that the society supports, and you want him
to know it immediately so he can either go elsewhere or learn a new way to deal
with his concerns.

It's now time for platform to start. There are few empty seats, because a candidate
for the position of part-time leader is speaking. Three years ago, 2 years after the
previous leader had died, the board sensed that the mourning period was over for
most, and that people were getting restless. Members were constantly asking the RE
director to take on duties that they wanted to give up themselves. "She's paid", they
said. "How much time does it take to prepare to teach 10 kids and write a one-page
weekly?" Some of them wanted her to take on platform and counseling duties which
she was neither interested in, or trained to do. She had recently admitted to the
President that the pressure was getting annoying, and that she would have to leave
if it did not stop.

Integration of new members was not as smooth as it once was. Although the
society has not lost membership, people are starting either to hold on to positions
that should be given to newer members or have stopped volunteering. The board
alerted the matriarchs and patriarchs that it was time to move on, and the society
found a retired leader who had often spoken at the society and knew the
congregation. He agreed to provide interim emergency counseling service as
needed and platform service once a month. He spent his platform weekend with the
group, so that he could talk with as many people as possible and reassure them that
they and their society were sound. The board then scheduled extra meetings to
discuss what it would mean to have a part-time leader again. The board made sure
that there was input from all the matriarchs and patriarchs, and someone from
every definable constituency who could not be called a matriarch or patriarch.
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After hearing these opinions, and talking among themselves, the board scheduled
membership meetings to discuss hiring an interim leader as a consultant to help the
society plan for a new leader. As expected, people who had joined after the old
leader died were the least supportive of investing in another. Many of them had
joined because there was no leader, and liked the informal platforms and various
guest speakers. They feared that the niches they had found for themselves would be
erased or taken over by a new leader. Many of the members who had been fond of
the previous pastor wanted a clone for a new leader. Others wanted his opposite.

By the time the quarter-time pastoral leader had served 1 year, the board sensed
that everyone had several chances to voice their opinions and that there was
sufficient support to consider an interim consultant. The membership supported
a search and, six months later, a leader trained in society transition began monthly
meetings with the board and membership that would continue until a new leader
was selected or the search abandoned. During the past year and 1/2, the society
settled on a job description for the new leader and conducted a search for a
permanent leader. The search committee's choice will speak today.

The candidate is young, female and assertive, superficially very different from the
revered past leader. The search committee chose her because she understood and
enjoyed congregational planning and finances, wanted to work with a small
congregation, and had a history of bringing out the best in congregations more
jaded than yours. She has finished her course work for a PhD in American Studies
and will be writing her thesis, on populism and religion in the 19th century, when
she is not working with the society. She has been a certified Ethical leader for three
years and, like your previous leader, has initiated coalitions between Ethical
Societies, other religious groups and civic organizations. Her address, "Keeping On
Track, Not Keeping Up", is inspiring.

Coffee hour is in full swing. There is, of course, a large group surrounding the
speaker, including the gentleman concerned about fundamentalists, who has a bone
or two to pick with the candidate. She replies gracefully, and the president takes
the visitor aside to ask his opinion on whether religious language can be translated
into secular language. You notice that the two old ladies have stuffed themselves
with refreshments and encourage them to take some home. You help them pack up
a doggie bag. The couple left immediately after the platform, before anyone could
approach them. You make a mental note to ask the society member who volunteers
with them to follow up. Unfortunately, he was out of town today.

You notice some repeat visitors, who seem to have enjoyed the platform. They are
two couples whose children are in Sunday School, but have not yet joined the
society. They are in deep conversation with the RE director.

Testing

Eight months have passed. The membership has a new leader, the woman who
spoke about keeping on track. There have been going-away parties for both the
pastoral and managerial interim leaders. The new leader knows both of them and



expects to get their advice from time to time. Her salary and benefits cost the
society about 1/3 more than the sum of what was paid the interim leaders, since she
is engaged for more hours and has more comprehensive duties.

The elderly ladies come regularly each week. One of your members has invited them
for lunch and has found out that they are sisters, and live on almost no income in a
very large house. She manages to get the name of a relative to contact. It is clear
that the ladies have been keeping their situation from their family, who thinks they
have plenty.

The anti-fundamentalist gentleman has returned a couple of times, although not on
your watch. He is received courteously, and there is always someone who will speak
with him, but the word has spread that he moves to a different drummer than the
society. He probably will fade away.

The Sunday School couples have started a parents' group. Their inspiration came
from the new leader's talk on keeping on track. They realized that they had been
waiting for a leader to do what they could do themselves. They are waiting to join
until they get to know the new leader better, but see that she and the RE director
work well together, so it shouldn't be long. You notice that the RE director looks
less tense than you have seen her in a long time.

The couple who wanted to "see what's going on here" have not returned, but they
keep telling their friend who is a society member that they really liked the address
by his new "pastor". They ask him a lot of questions about the "agenda" of the
society. He invites them to come again and see for themselves how people are
supported by the society as they try to live out their ethics.

The new leader has visited with, or worked with, just about every member, and she
has been well-schooled in how the society works by the old-timers. She has started a
film-discussion club that meets at her home, so that people can get to know her on
a casual basis. She has noticed that some of the business discussed by the board
could be delegated, and has asked them to consider having permanent committees
with regular Budgets for RE, platform and membership services, as well as ad hoc
committees funded for the short term. As part of her contract, she has a small
budget at her discretion for special projects or charitable work. The previous leader
would do things out of his own pocket and occasionally ask for reimbursement. She
tells the board that she realizes this would be a big change and that she wants them
only to take the idea under advisement. They agree to think it over.

The leader thanks the board and excuses herself from the meeting. She is on her
way to meet with the curious couple who are concerned about the society's agenda.

The past president has asked you to assist him in training new greeters. Since he is
the person who selects greeters,you know that you will learn much from the
experience. You say yes.



Affiliating

Another six months has passed. The new leader is beginning a class for prospective
members, a great relief to one of the older patriarchs, whose responsibility it would
have been. The president and board members will participate, of course, but it is
the leader who will speak about the history, philosophy and praxis of Ethical Culture
and have individual meetings with the prospective members to "find out how they
wish to live more ethical lives, where they will focus their attention, and what their
role might be in the society. The leader will also explain what financial commit-
ments are expected from members, reinforcing one of the lay training sessions
which includes a clear explanation of the society's pledge policy.

The class includes the couples who founded the parents' groups, the anti-
fundamentalist gentleman, the assistant pastor of a UCC church in town, who wants
to learn about Ethical Culture, and an elderly member of the congregation who has
attended every prospective members' class since she joined 40 years ago. The leader
begins by asking her to talk about her experiences in Ethical Culture, which leads
to good discussion.

The elderly sisters speak highly of a niece, who has been contacted, and will be
coming for a visit. Society members continue to treat the ladies to lunch and pay
them attention.

The leader has invited the cautious couple to a potluck at her house. Her visit with
them went well, and their friend, the society member, is relieved. He had not been
able to engage them, and was tired of the effort.

You have spoken to a visitor who has just moved to town and will be teaching
philosophy at the local college. You introduce him to a member of a long-standing
philosophical discussion group, who will be able to find people who have interests
that might match his.

The past president has trained you well in discerning which new members would
make good greeters, but he has left to do a two-year Peace Corps stint. You feel
that you must live up to his reputation as a people person, and you have difficulty
delegating. When there are weeks where the scheduled greeters are unavailable, you
fill in.

Joining

Another 3 months have passed. The parents group couples have joined. The
anti-fundamentalist has stopped coming but left on good terms with everyone.

The "agenda" couple are still attending. They are nowhere near joining, but they
have started going to potlucks and other social activities on their own. The
members like them, and it is clear that their values and interests match
well with the programs and goals of the society. However, they come from
traditional religious backgrounds. They would rather join a church like the ones in



which they grew up if they could find one that had as strong a social action
orientation as the society does. The leader has carefully suggested that there is a
place for them either way. If they find a church home, they are still welcome at
potlucks and in the ethical action projects that the society co-sponsors.

The elderly sister's niece has arrived and assessed the situation, and is planning to
return for an extended visit. She indicates to you that one solution may be for the
sisters to offer rent-free lodging in turn for some cooking, basic housekeeping and
some attention. She has discovered that the ladies have enough to live on if they
dip carefully into monies they had been hoarding to leave to various benefactors.
Because of the way people in your society have treated her aunts, she trusts you to
find a good lodger for them, which you do. You wish you felt as confidant about
finding new greeters. The board has reported to the leader that they see no reason
to have several committees with separate budgets, but they do see that the Sunday
School Director should have a budget. She is willing to take on all the bookkeeping
responsibilities in order to not have to ask the board for every nickel and dime.
Since there are more parents involved, she expects to get some help with the clerical
work. The clerical work for the society is done by a retired secretary who has made
a full-time volunteer job out of it, but will not take on new responsibilities. The
leader thanks the board for the extra time they have put in deliberating the matter.
She reads a letter from the elderly sisters' niece thanking the society for its
assistance and names you as having been especially helpful. Enclosed is a check for
$250.00 and a request to receive the weekly newsletter. The board tables
discussion of the money's use, but it will probably go toward support of membership
activities as a reward for your efforts.

You have found someone to take over refreshments, but you still attend more
platforms and activities than you really want to, because you want to be sure
visitors are treated properly. You are getting a little tired.


